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Fall 2015 

Location, Location, Location 
•  Location information adds “context” to activity:

•  location of sensed events in the physical world
•  location-aware services
•  location often primary sensor information (supply chain 

management, surveillance)
•  object tracking
•  coverage area management
•  geo-tagging

•  Location often not known a priori, therefore, localization is 
the task of determining the position (e.g., coordinates) of a 
device or the spatial relationships among objects
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Overview 
•  Global position

•  position within general global reference frame
•  Global Positioning System or GPS (longitudes, latitudes)
•  Universal Transverse Mercator or UTM (zones and latitude bands)

•  Relative position
•  based on arbitrary coordinate systems and reference frames
•  distances between nodes (no relationship to global coordinates)

•  Accuracy versus precision
•  GPS: true within 10m for 90% of all measurements

•  accuracy: 10m (“how close is the reading to the ground truth?”)
•  precision: 90% (“how consistent are the readings?”)

•  Symbolic position information
•  “office 354”
•  “mile marker 17 on Highway 23”

High accuracy,  
Low precision 

Low accuracy,  
High precision 

Ranging Techniques 
•  Time of Arrival (ToA, time of flight)

•  distance between sender and receiver of a signal can be determined using 
the measured signal propagation time and known signal velocity

•  sound waves: 343m/s, i.e., approx. 30ms to travel 10m
•  radio signals: 300km/s, i.e., approx. 30ns to travel 10m

•  One-way ToA
•  one-way propagation of signal 
•  requires highly accurate synchronization of sender and receiver clocks

•  Two-way ToA
•  round-trip time of signal is measured at sender device
•  third message if receiver wants to know the distance

€ 

distij = (t2 − t1) *v

€ 

distij =
(t4 − t1) − (t3 − t2)
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Ranging Techniques 

•  Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
•  two signals with different velocities
•  example: radio signal (sent at t1 and received at t2), followed by 

acoustic signal (sent at t3=t1+twait and received at t4)
•  no clock synchronization required
•  distance measurements can be very accurate
•  need for additional hardware
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Ranging Techniques 
• Angle of Arrival (AoA)

•  direction of signal propagation
•  typically achieved using an array of antennas or microphones
•  angle between signal and some reference is orientation
•  spatial separation of antennas or microphones leads to differences 

in arrival times, amplitudes, and phases
•  accuracy can be high (within a few degrees)
•  adds significant hardware cost
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Ranging Techniques 
• Received Signal Strength (RSS)

•  signal decays with distance
•  many devices measure signal strength with received signal 

strength indicator (RSSI)
•  vendor-specific interpretation and representation
•  typical RSSI values are in range of 0..RSSI_Max
•  common values for RSSI_Max: 100, 128, 256

•  in free space, RSS degrades with square of distance
•  expressed by Friis transmission equation

•  in practice, the actual attenuation depends on multipath 
propagation effects, reflections, noise, etc.

•  realistic models replace R2 with Rn (n=3..5)€ 
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Triangulation 
•  Example of range-based localization
•  Uses the geometric properties of triangles to estimate location
•  Relies on angle (bearing) measurements
•  Minimum of two bearing lines (and the locations of anchor nodes or 

the distance between them) are needed for two-dimensional space
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Triangulation* 
•  Unknown receiver location xr=[xr,yr]T
•  Bearing measurements from N anchor points: β=[β1,…,βN]T
•  Known anchor locations xi=[xi,yi]T
•  Actual (unknown) bearings θ(x)=[θ1(x),…, θN(x)]T
•  Relationship between actual and measured bearings is β=θ(xr)+δθ with δθ=[δθ1,…, 
δθN]T being the Gaussian noise with zero-mean and NxN covariance matrix 
S=diag(σ1

2,…,σN
2)

•  Relationship between bearings of N anchors and their locations:

•  Maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of receiver location is then:

•  This non-linear least squares minimization can be performed using Newton-Gauss 
iterations:

€ 

tanθ i(x) =
yi − yr
xi − xr

€ 

ˆ x r = argmin 1
2

[θ ( ˆ x r ) − β]T S−1[θ ( ˆ x r ) − β] = argmin 1
2

(θ i( ˆ x r ) − βi)
2

σ i
2

i=1

N

∑

€ 

ˆ x r,i +1 = ˆ x r, i + (θx ( ˆ x r, i )
T S−1θx ( ˆ x r, i ))

−1θ x ( ˆ x r, i )
T S−1[β −θ x ( ˆ x r, i )]
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Trilateration 
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Trilateration 
•  Localization based on measured distances between a node and a number of anchor 

points with known locations
•  Basic concept: given the distance to an anchor, it is known that the node must be along 

the circumference of a circle centered at anchor and a radius equal to the node-anchor 
distance

•  In two-dimensional space, at least three non-collinear anchors are needed and in three-
dimensional space, at least four non-coplanar anchors are needed 
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Trilateration* 
•  n anchor nodes: xi=(xi,yi) (i=1..n)
•  Unknown node location x=(x,y)
•  Distances between node and anchors known (ri, i=1..n)
•  Relationships between anchor/node positions and distances (2 

dimensions):

•  This can be represented as Ax=b with:
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Trilateration* 
•  Based on this least squares system, we can obtain estimation 

of position (x,y) using x=(ATA)-1ATb
•  Anchor positions and distance measurements are inaccurate, 

therefore, if they are based on Gaussian distributions, we can 
assign a weight to each equation i:

•  The least squares system is then again Ax=b with:

•  The covariance matrix of x is then Covx=(ATA)-1
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Iterative/Collaborative Multilateration 
•  Problem: what if node does not have at least three neighboring anchors?
•  Solution: once a node has determined its position, it becomes an anchor
•  Iterative multilateration:

•  repeats until all nodes have been localized
•  error accumulates with each iteration

•  Collaborative multilateration*:
•  goal: construct a graph of participating nodes, i.e., nodes that are anchors or have at 

least three participating neighbors
•  node then tries to estimate its position by solving the corresponding system of 

overconstrained quadratic equations relating the distances among the node and its 
neighbors

A
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GPS - Background 
• Mariners relied upon the sun for latitude, and clocks for 

longitude 
• With the launch of Sputnik in 1957, radio-based global 

positioning became a (theoretical) possibility 

16 
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GPS - Background 
•  This was a very crude form of GPS using only one 

satellite (1960s) 
•  Submarines used it 
•  Could only be used every 35-45 minutes 
•  Submarine had to be still 

• US systems: TRANSIT, Timation 
• Major innovation was the inclusion of an atomic clock 
• Submarines could now be in motion and use the system 

(but about an hour to get a fix) 

17 

GPS-Based Localization 
•  Global Positioning System

•  most widely publicized location-sensing system
•  provides lateration framework for determining geographic positions
•  originally established as NAVSTAR (Navigation Satellite Timing and Ranging)
•  example of global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
•  consists of at least 24 satellites orbiting at approx. 11,000 miles
•  started in 1973, fully operational in 1995

•  Two levels of service:
•  Standard Positioning Service (SPS) 

•  available to all users, no restrictions or direct charge
•  high-quality receivers have accuracies of 3m and better horizontally

•  Precise Positioning Service (PPS)
•  used by US and Allied military users
•  uses two signals to reduce transmission errors
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GPS-Based Localization 
•  Satellites are uniformly distributed in six orbits (4 satellites per 

orbit)
•  Satellites circle earth twice a day at approx. 7000 miles/hour
•  At least 8 satellites can be seen simultaneously from almost 

anywhere
•  Each satellite broadcasts coded radio waves (pseudorandom code) 

over frequency 1575.42 MHz, containing
•  identity of satellite
•  location of satellite
•  the satellite’s status
•  date and time when signal was sent

•  Several monitor stations constantly receive satellite data and forward 
data to a master control station (MCS)

•  MCS is located near Colorado Springs, Colorado
•  MCS uses the data from monitor stations to compute corrections to 

the satellites’ orbital and clock information which are sent back to the 
satellites 

Monitor Stations 
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Satellites and orbits 

Distance Measurement (Ranging) 
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GPS-Based Localization 
•  Satellites and receivers use accurate and synchronized clocks
•  Receiver compares generated code with received code to determine

•  the actual code generation time of the satellite 
•  time difference Δ between code generation time and current time
•  Δ expresses the travel time of the code from satellite to receiver
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GPS-Based Localization 

24 
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GPS-Based Localization 
•  Radio waves travel at the speed of light (approx. 186,000 miles/second)
•  With known Δ, the distance can be determined
•  Receiver knows that it is located somewhere on a sphere centered on the satellite with 

a radius equal to this distance
•  With three satellites, the location can be narrowed down to two points

•  typically one of these two points can be eliminated easily
•  With four satellites, accurate localization is possible

•  accurate positioning relies on accurate timing
•  receiver clocks are much less accurate than atomic GPS clocks
•  small timing errors lead to large position errors 

•  example: clock error of 1ms translates to a position error of 300km
•  fourth sphere would ideally intersect with all three other spheres in one exact 

location
•  spheres too large: reduce them by adjusting the clock (moving it forward)
•  spheres too small: increase them by adjusting the clock (moving it backward)

GPS Trilateration 
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GPS	Signals	
• GPS	operates	24/7	and	is	unaffected	by	
cloud,	rain,	dark	

• BUT	signals	are	weak–	limited	signals	
indoors,	under	trees,	in	bags!	

• GeJng	posi%on	fix	means	seeing	>	3	
satellites	in	part	of	sky	you	can	see	

• As	you	move,	visible	satellites	change	
•  Signals	reflect	off	buildings	leading	to	
‘mulRpath’	error	

• Accuracy	under	ideal	condiRons	with	
consumer	devices=	5-10m	

•  “Sat	nav”	systems	snap	posiRons	to	roads	

Outer circle= horizon, 
squares are satellites. 
Red=blocked, Blue= fixing, 
black= fixed. Values are 
DOP quality of fix. 

Deliberately Introduced Error  
•  Turned off in 2010 (errors up to 100m) 

28 
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GPS-Based Localization 
• Most GPS receivers today can achieve good accuracy 

(e.g., 10m-15m or better)
• Additional advanced techniques can be used to further 

improve accuracy:
•  example: Differential GPS (DGPS)

•  relies on land-based receivers with exactly known locations
•  they receive signals, compute correction factors, and broadcast them to 

GPS receivers
•  GPS receivers correct their own measurements
•  improves location accuracy from say 15m to 10cm

Differential GPS 
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Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 
• Error correction system that uses reference ground 

stations 
•  25 reference stations in US 
• Monitor GPS and send correction values to two geo-

stationary satellites 
•  The two geo-stationary satellites broadcast back to 

Earth on GPS L1 frequency (1575.42MHz) 
• Only available in North America, WASS enabled GPS 

receiver needed 

WAAS 
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How Good Is WAAS? 

+ - 
3 

meters 

+-15 
meters 

With Selective Availability set 
to zero, and under ideal 
conditions, a GPS receiver 
without WAAS can achieve 
fifteen meter accuracy most 
of the time.* 

Under ideal conditions a 
WAAS equipped GPS 
receiver can achieve three 
meter accuracy 95% of the 
time.* 

* Precision depends on good satellite geometry, open sky view, and no user 
induced errors. 

• GPS	needs	to	get	data	from	satellites	to	calibrate	the	posiRon-
fixing	codes,	can	take	a	minute	(“Rme-to-first-fix”).	

•  This	data	can	be	supplied	over	mobile	web	cuJng	Rme	to	first	fix	
to	a	few	seconds:	this	is	called	assisted	GPS.	

•  The	more	recent	the	assistance	data,	the	quicker	the	fix.	

A-GPS 
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A-GPS 
• Assisted GPS gives improvements in 

•  Time to First Fix 
• Battery Life 
• Sensitivity 
• Cost 

• Assistance Data 
• Satellite Position 
•  Time information 
• Visible GPS List 
• Sensitivity 

35 

• GPS	usually	connected	to	a	serial	port	on	device	(if	not	
built	in)	-	any	program	can	listen	to	this	

• GPS	posiRons	and	quality	informaRon	are	output	in	a	
NMEA	(NaRonal	Marine	Electronics	AssociaRon)	ASCII	
‘message’	repeaRng	once	per	second	

• A-GPS	services	being	offered	by	many	operators	
• GPS	driving	the	majority	of	applicaRons	for	locaRon	

Access to GPS 
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Example NMEA Message 
•  $GPGGA,123519,4807.038,N,01131.000,E,1,08,0.9,545.4,M,46.9,M,,*47  
•  Where:  

•  GGA   Global Positioning System Fix Data  
•  123519  Fix taken at 12:35:19 UTC  
•  4807.038,N  Latitude 48 deg 07.038' N  
•  01131.000,E  Longitude 11 deg 31.000' E  
•  1   Fix quality: 0 = invalid 1 = GPS fix (SPS) 2 = DGPS fix 3 = PPS fix 4 = Real 

Time Kinematic 5 = Float RTK 6 = estimated (dead reckoning) (2.3 feature) 7 = Manual input 
mode 8 = Simulation mode 

•  08   Number of satellites being tracked  
•  0.9    Horizontal dilution of position  
•  545.4,M  Altitude, Meters, above mean sea level  
•  46.9,M  Height of geoid (mean sea level) above WGS84 ellipsoid  
•  (empty field)  time in seconds since last DGPS update  
•  (empty field)  DGPS station ID number  
•  *47   the checksum data, always begins with * 

37 

Cellular	PosiRoning:	Cell	ID	
Database of cell IDs: opencellid.org 
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Cellular	PosiRoning-	Cell	ID	with	TA	
TA: Timing Advance (time a signal takes to travel from mobile device to cell tower) 

Cellular	PosiRoning-	EOTD	

Your location is in the zone at the  
intersection of 3 cell circular bands 

EOTD: Enhanced-Observed Time Difference 
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Cellular	PosiRoning	Performance	

• Maps	of	the	area	served	by	individual	cell	
towers	are	complex	

• GSM	signal	recepRon	
•  Agenuated	by	barriers	
•  Change	with	call	volume	

•  Cells	size	varies	100m-	30Km	
•  Resultant	posiRoning	is	inconsistent	and	
unreliable	

•  Sufficient	for	some	applicaRons	

Cellular Based Location 

• Development	of	locaRon	systems	based	on	mobile	
phase	was	driven	by	US	Federal	CommunicaRon	
Commission	(FCC)	

• The	main	purpose	was	to	locate	mobile	phones	to	
assist	phones	to	deliver	emergency	services		

• Later	they	it	was	also	used	for	
•  LocaRon	Based	services	
•  AdverRsement	
•  RecommendaRon	systems	
• Gaming	
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Comparing	Cellular	and	GPS	PosiRoning	

Wi-Fi	PosiRoning	Systems	

• Wi-Fi	access	points	(hotspots)	
broadcast	signals	up	to	100m	

• Wi-Fi	chips	in	devices	detect	the	
name	of	the	access	point,	signal	
strength,	and	(someRmes)	angle	of	
arrival	

•  Client	devices	can	detect	access	
points	in	two	ways	
•  Passively	listening	on	802.11	channels	
for	beacon	frames	

•  IniRate	scan	by	sending	requests	which	
access	points	reply	
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Location based on 802.11 

• 802.11	takes	advantages	of	two	properRes	observed	
by	clients	
•  SpaRal	variability:	signal	strength	depends	on	distance	&	locaRon	
•  Temporal	consistency:	good	chance	this	will	be	true	in	days/weeks/
months/...	

• Map	of	“radio	fingerprints”	can	be	established	
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Wi-Fi Localization 
• Wi-Fi is everywhere now 

•  No new infrastructure 
•  Low cost 
•  APs broadcast beacons 
•  “War drivers” already build AP maps 

•  Calibrated using GPS 
•  Constantly updated 

• Position using Wi-Fi 
•  Indoor Wi-Fi positioning gives 2-3m 

accuracy 
•  But requires high calibration 

overhead: 10+ hours per building 
•  Changes over time (adding/removing/

relocating APs) impact accuracy 

Manhattan (Courtesy of Wigle.net) 
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Access	to	Wireless	PosiRoning	

• Skyhook	supply	the	
iPhone	wireless	
posiRoning	soluRon	
(XPS)	based	on	fusion	of	
GPS,	Wi-Fi,	&	cellular	

• Ekahau	offers	a	
commercial	soluRon	
using	fingerprinRng	
mainly	for	internal	
building	posiRoning	

Hybrid Positioning System (XPS) 
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Other	Indoor	PosiRoning	OpRons	
• Bluetooth	posiRoning	

• Used	to	send	local	messages	about	locaRon/	services	
• RFID	chips	embedded	in	the	environment	

•  RFID	scanners	can	check	locaRon/	services	available	
• UWB	

• High	precision	industrial	posiRoning	of	tags	on	items	
• TMSI	

•  Temporary	ID	of	GSM	phones	can	be	tracked	for	short	period	
within	small	areas	(e.g.,	shopping	centers)	

•  IP	posiRoning	
• Using	structure	of	Internet	to	situate	IP	address	geographically	

Radio-NavigaRon	(LORAN)	
• Synchronized	signals	are	broadcast	
from	coastal	staRons	over	large	
geographic	areas	

• Difference	in	the	Rme	of	recepRon	
of	the	signals	is	constant	along	
hyperbolic	curves	

• PosiRon	calculated	by	intersecRng	
curves	from	2	sets	of	staRons	

• Was	seen	as	an	ideal	backup	for	GPS	
in	case	of	jamming/outages	

• Terminated	in	US/Canada	in	2010	
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Indoor Positioning System (IPS) 

GPS vs. IPS 
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IPS 
• Beaconing: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ... 
• RFID tags (later lecture) 
• Magnetic or other sensor data 

Positioning Accuracy 
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iBeacon (Apple, BLE-based) 

iBeacon 
•  iBeacon is the Apple Trademark for an indoor positioning 

system that Apple Inc. calls “a new class of low-powered, 
low-cost transmitters that can notify nearby iOS devices of 
their presence.” 

•  The iBeacon works on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), also 
known as Bluetooth Smart. BLE can also be found on 
Bluetooth 4.0 devices that support dual mode. 
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Estimote iBeacon 
• An Estimote Beacon is a small wireless device. When 

placed in a physical space, it broadcasts tiny radio signals 
to smart devices 

• Smartphones that are in range are able to 'hear' these 
signals and estimate their location very precisely, as well 
as to communicate with the beacon to exchange data and 
information 

iBeacon 
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iBeacon 

iBeacon 
• Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUIqfjpInxY 
• Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrsHBjzt2E8 
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iBeacon: Advantages 
• Accuracy (Bluetooth, low-range) 
• Privacy (beacon DO NOT track users) 
•  Integration (Apple, Android, ...) 
• Affordability (low-cost beacons, other devices can be 

configured as beacons) 
• Usability (BLE -> low energy; simple to use (built into OS/

platform) 

Magnetic Positioning 
• Magnetometer + data connection 
• Evaluates building’s distortion of Earth’s magnetic field or 

“magnetic fingerprint” 
• Correlates to reference data 
• More steel improves accuracy (1-2 meters) 
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Magnetic Positioning 

Step 1: Adding floor plans Step 2: Mapping buildings 

Step 3: Creating applications 

Smartphone Positioning 
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Future	for	PosiRoning	
•  CombinaRon/fusion	of	mulRple	posiRoning	techniques	is	now	norm	
•  Focus	on	energy	efficiency	
•  Focus	on	indoor	localizaRon	
• Dead	reckoning	(accelerometer/gyroscope)	when	no	GPS	
•  “Snapping”	of	locaRon	(“natural”	boundaries)	
•  CooperaRve	localizaRon	
•  ApplicaRons:	

•  Asset	tracking:	RFID	
•  Geo-fencing:	alerts	
•  Emergency	response	
•  Social	networking	
•  Health/Wellness	


